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1. Introduction 

The revival of interest tn the Jaynes-Cummings model (JCM) 

(1,2] and its various modifications is due to new experiments 

in which JCM is realized in practice. These experiments with 

highly excited Rydberg atoms interacting with mm-wave fields 

in hlgh-Q cavities [J-5] offer the possibility of studying the quantum 

dynamiCS of JCM and investigate the lIain features of the atom

fIeld interactions. 

The light squeezing is one of the problems which are now 

intensively studied in connection with JCM (for review on squeezed 

light see [6,7]). It has been shown that the squeezing of light 

can be observed in the JCM with a coherent cavi ty field [8]. 

Besides it has been reported that squeezing can occur in JCM, 

when at the initial time a two-level atom is prepared in a coherent 

superposi tion of excited and ground states and the field is in 

the vacuum state [9,10]. Recentl y the mul Uphoton JCM (the atom 

has been supposed to be in the ground state at t=O) interacting 

wi th a coherent single-mode cavi ty field has been studied [11] 

and it has been shown, that the states containing a large degree 

of squeezing can be obtained. Here the time evolution of the 

function 51' which characterizes the level of squeezing (see 

defini tion (9» has been analyzed for various intensities ii of 

the ini tid coherent field and various photon multiples. It has 

been shown, that this function exhibits some oscillations and 

that its long time behaviour is characterized by recoveries of 

squeezing. However, these recoveries are not periodical ones. 
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The purpose of the present paper is two-fold. First, we 

will show that in a nonlinear mul tiphoton JCM (a generalization 

of the Buck-Sukumar model [12]) wi th a coherent cav1 ty field, 

the periodical light squeezing is possible. Here I'Ie will suppose 

the atom to be in the ground state at the ini tial time. Second, 

we will study in detail the interaction of a two-level atom, 

initially prepared in a coherent superposition of excited and 

ground states, with a single-mode cavity coherent field. Due 

to the nonlinearity of the model the periodicity of squeezing 

is preserved in this case too. 

2. The .odel and the equation of .ot10n 

We will suppose the electric-dipole hamiltonian in the rota-

ting-wave approximation: 

,.. 1'" ,. +,.. 	 ,.. ,.. M I\. +M" 
H 2'hlA.lo6':!+hwaa+n;"(6~R +R 6), 	 (1) 

where Ii+ and a are the creation and annihilation operators of 

the field with the commutation relation [a,a+] = 1; the two-level 

atom is described by the Pauli raising and lowering operators 
,+ ~ 	 "
6" ,6 and the inversion 	operator 6"",3 the coupling constant;>" is 

a real number; W and~. are the frequencies of the field and 
A+

the atom, respectively. The operators R , R are defined in the 

following way [12]: 

~R+ 	 (~+")I/2~+R iCa+a)1/2 a a a·, 	 (2) 

~+"wi th the commutation relation [R,R+] 2N + I, where N a a 

is the photon number operator. We can say, that the hamiltoni an 

(1) describ.es the mul tiphoton intensity dependent coupling between 

the atom and the field. Due to the fact, that the excitation 
" A. 1''' 	 ,.., ....

number operator C " N + 6 	6 is a constant of motion - [H,C] = 0, 

2 

the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the state vector I.(t» 

1'h ~ ,.(t» = HI.(t» 	 0) 

can be solved easily. Further we will focus on two problems.First, 

the atom will be supposed to be in the ground state and the single

mode field in the coherent state at t = O. Second, the dynamics 

of the nonlinear JCM will be studied when at the initial moment 

the atom is in the coherent superposition pf the ground and excited 

states and the field is in the coherent state. To make the paper 

more clear the conclusions are drawn !n each case separately 

in the form of several comments. 

1. The ato. In the ground 	state at t=O 

Let at t=O the atom is in the ground state 1-) and the field 

in the coherent s tate 101.) : 

2 	 ~ o(.n ~ 
I'(t=o» 1-,""> = exp(-I""I 12)?-.>. --I-,n> = L.,0nl-,n), (4) 

n=O ~ n=O 

where eX.. = in eilf' Ii is a dimensionless intensity of the field 

and ~ is its phase. The 	 initial state has the Poisson's distribu
ntion 	P n IOn 12 = exp( -Ii )ii In!. 

In the resonant case, when Mllw E -E flw" , the state+ 

vector I~(t» for t >0 is found to be 

,,(t)'· = L ° e-1(E_+n1i w)ttn Jc(Hlt)I+,n_M) + D~tt)l-,n)} } (5)
n=O 	 n \ n 

where 


C(M)(t) -i sin X(M)., 

n n 	 (6a) 

D(M)(t) cosX(M) 
n n .1:' "t = 'At 	 (6b) 

-x.(M)and n I/(n_M)1 for 	n ~M and 0 for n < M.n 
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Having found the state vector ,,(t» we can calculate the 

mean photon number (8+~> ' the mean photon amplitude (a> as well 

as the mean squared photon amplitude <a2> : 
<a+a) = n -H6 Pnlc~H)(t)12 AO Oa) 

n=O 

e W.vt-'f')(8) ='n'.L. P J~(H)O(H) C(H)C(H)l, -=Pn A . (7b)
I" n"O nJ.: n n+l n n+l j -\.. 1 ' 

e2Hblt-'f)'a2>= Ii P J~(H)O(H) +J/1- H'\h_ 2L);(M)C(M>b iiA Oc)
" n=O ntn n+2 ~ n+2!\.. n+l n n .. ~ 2' 

To analyze the squeezing of the field we introduce two slowly 

varying hermitian Quadrature operators al • 82 of the field 

Since the squeezed states are defined as the states with 

a smaller uncertainty (variance) in one Quadrature of the field 

than that associated wi th the coherent field, it is convenient 

to define two functions ' i " 1,2:5i 


«~ei)2> - «ABi )2>cOh < ~ 2 

5 i 2 " 4 (A a i) > - 1 (9) 

«Ali) >coh 

where «6.81)2> = (ab - (81)2 and «t.ii )2>cOh= 1/4. 

The squeezing condition now looks very simply 

51 < 0 . 	 00 ) 

( " HlIlt-~) ...... -I(wt-o),.l.ae .. a e 1/4.a 1 (8) 	 , 1.5 

r\ ih1 
~ H"'t-o) ~.. -i(wt-d'»/2i( ae - a e 	 Vi'a 2 


where 6 is an arbi trary phase. whi ch is chosen to be equal to 


the phase f of the coherent field. 
 M=21.0 
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flg.l. The time evolution of the function 51' (a) Photon multiple 

-0.5H Is equal to 1. The curves correspond to various values of the ~ 

Intend ty of the coherent field n. (b) Field Intend ty is fixed 
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The variances of the Quadrature operators can be expressed through When the atom Is in the excited state at t=O, then for the atomic 
the mean values of the photon operators (7) (8+8'). (8) and (82). so inversion wl+)(t) we find [13]: 
the functions 5i can be written as 

51 .. 2AO + ZO(ReA 2) - 4n(ReAl )2 (1la) wl+)(t) .. exp(-2n,sin2~)cos(2~+nsin2~). 

( llb)4nOmA )2, In the nonlinear JCH the atomic inversion is a periodical function52 2AO - 2n(ReA2) l 
for any H and for any initial conditions.1
The time evolution of 51 for various values of nand M are given 

in Fig.l. I t is seen for instance that the large magni tude of 

4. The .to. In the coherent state .t t=Osqueezing (over 52\) can be obtained for M=I and 0=1 (see Fig.la). 

From this figure it is also visible. that for constant M the Now we will consider the atom to be in a coherent superposi

tion of the excited and ground states and the fielt! to be inmagnitude of squeezing decreases by increasing of the field inten

a coherent state at t=O:si ty n. Furthermore, squeezing disappears when H is too large. 

Here several comments shoud be made: 
,.(t=O» .. cl+,o<) + ol-,e(> J (l2) 

1) The functions and Ai are periodical - squeezing recovers5i 
periodically with the period T= ::XI').. • This is the main difference where the coefficients C and 0 are supposed to be normalized 

between the nonlinear and linear multiphoton JCH. to one - ICI 2+loI 2:I, and the relative phase between them is ~, 

11) The results of the linear JCM [llJ can be obtained from ours Following [9] we choose C and 0 to be: 

by a simple substitution 'X~M~ ( 'X. ~M)}1/2 in (6). 
C .. cos 1312 D eill,>, sin 612 • (13) 

iii) It can be proved by direct calculations that a "dual relation" 

edsts by means of which one can immediately find the solution Here, for simplici ty, we suppose just one-photon hamil toni an (1) 

for the problem wIth the Initial state I+.~> (the atom is in the with M=I (the generalization for M>I is trivial). 


excited state 1+) and the field in the coherent state I..:) at t"O}: The solution of the tIme-dependent 5chrodinger equation 


?«M) (ry" (-H»-1 =J(M) (3) with the initial condition (12) in the resonant case is: 
n --1> "n n 
and M~ -M in all expressions, so that: 

I.{t» = L e-Hnluu+E_)t!h{ Cn(t)e-il&ltl+,n)+ 0n{t)I-,n)} , (l4)
5 i

1+'> = 5 i 
1->1 k.." _1<1 } n=O 

where~~~~<:) 
here the indeces Lt.) in the functions reflect the initial Cn(t) -iQn+losin{n+I)~ + QnCcos(n+1)c (15a)5i 

state of the atom. The functions 51~are periodical too. C 
°n{t) -iQn_~inn~ + QnOcosn~ ( 15b) 

iv) For H:I. the atom inversion wet)!! <6'1'> can be expressed in an 

analytical form. For the initial state '.(t=O» .. I-.~> we obtain and On is defined by (4) for n) 0 and equal to zero for n < O. 

the well known result of Buck and 5ukumar [121: If we want to analyze the squeezing effects it is necessary 

Wl-)(t) .. -exp(-2n,sin2c)cos(n,sin2~). 
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to 	 calculate the variance of the quadrature operators (8), or, 

what 1s the same, the functions 51 (9). To do that, the mean values 

<"'+" HUlt-i;) 	"> r-a a) • AO' e (a. inAI and e 21(wt- "\&2> nA should be
2 


found. For instance, the mean value of the number operator AO is: 


AO. n +L.. Pnlcos29/2,sin2(n+l)1; - sin2e/2'sin2n1;

n=O L (16) 


- -! sinS sin.'~n~l' sin2(n+Ht J . 
Other mean values can be found easily too, but the express! onl! 

for them are lengthy and not transparent, therefore we do not 

write them explicitly here. Nevertheless it should be pointed 

out, that all measurable quanti ties do not depend on the phases 

• (the phase of the atomic dipole) and 'f (the phase of the coherent 

field) independently, but only on their sum (.+'f) 11 .~ Using 

formulae (11) we will obtain the explicit expressions for Sicoh 

(subscript coh indicates the coherent state of the atom at taO). 

The time evolution of the function SICOh is seen from Fig.2. 

and Fig.). First of all we should stress the periodicity (with 

period T=~,,) of the function SlcOh. Second, for ;;=1 the madmum 

of squeezing for j$Ct=O)1 defined by (12) does not exceed the 

value of squeezing in the case when the atom is initially in the 

ground state. This is not the case for weak-intensity fields (see 

below). Third, when the relative phase between the field and , 
the atomic dipole • is from the interval (O,Jt'), then madmum 

squeezing is reached for times~Ck+1/2) <~t<~(k+l), where k=O,l,2 •. 

(see line J in Fig.2a. and lines 2,) in Fig.2b.). When .' e. (X ,2:;:>

then the maximum squeezing can be observed for Jrk <?t< JI:(k+1/2) 

~ee line 4 in Fig.2a. and line 1 in Fig.2b.). If • \ =;X, then 

51coh = cos2e/2 51+> + sin29/2 51-> and the function 51coh reaches 

its minima for ~t =~k 	+ ~/2 (see line 5 In Fig.2a.). 
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flg.2. Th~ time evolution of the function 51 for n • 1 and various 

values of the parameters e and .'. (a) line 1 - e,,]', ,'" 0 (the 

atom in the ground state); line 2 - e " 0, .' " 0 (the atom in 

the excited state); line) - e" 2JfIJ, .'" Ji/2; line 4 - e" 2JfIJ, 

.'" 5J:/4; line 5 - e • 2JIJ, .'" Jr. (b) line I - &" 2.1'13,.' )Jf./2 

line 2 - e"2~IJ, .'" 1:/2; line J - e" Ji/2, .',,'J[/2. 

a) 

n=1 
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In this particular case (;;=0.1, e =2;)1;/3, .'=):£/2) squeezing ist 0.2 0.0.1.,. 
enlarged approximatelly twice when the atom is in the coherent 

0.0 state at t=O. 

We wl11 conclude this section with a few comments:
-0.2 

i) When the relative phase .' cannot be measured, then in the 

-0.4 expressions for measurable quantities the average over this phase 

should be done, and the result for 51coh (bar over 51coh meanso 	 n/2 n 

At 
 average over .') is: 

fig.'. The time evolution of the function 51 for n = 0.1. Line 1

the atom is in the ground state at t =0 (e =Jr, .' = 0).; line 2-	 5 coh cos29/2'5 1-9+ sin20/2'51-)
1 i i 

the atom is in the coherent atomic state at t =0 (e = 2.:ft"/3; '~)Jf/2). 
ii) The atomic inversion for the initial state vector (12) can be 

calculated 1n a compact analytical form fl)]: 

Of course, the magnItude of squeezing depends on the values Wcoh(t) = cos29/2·wl+)(t) + sin2e/2'W I-)<t) 

of cos e/2 and sin 9/2 • If the atom is in the ground state at t=o 
+fO' sine.sin'" exp( -2;;sin2,,) sin{nsin2" + 2,,).

(9 =J\" , so 0=1 and C=O), then the maximum squeezing is reached 
Th1s again is a periodical function and it is seen here explicitly.

for :>-,t= J{"(k+1/2) (see line 1 in Fig.2a.). When the atom is in 
that when the average over .'is done, then: 

the excited state (9 =0, so C=l, 0=0) no squeezing occurs (see 


11ne 2 in Fig.2a.). In Fig.2b. the evolution of 51coh 1s shown WCOh(t) COS26/2.wl+>(t) + sin2S/2.wl->(t). 


for constant • 
\ = j\12 and different values of e (l ines 2 and ). 


-	 cohill) In the weak-lntensity limit n ~O for the functions 51 we
In this case the maximum squeezing is obtained for e = 2I/) (11ne2). 

have: 
As seen from F1g.2a. the relative phase .' does not only 

cOh 2 2 2 2influence the moment when maximum squeezing is obtained, but also ~~ 51 = 4cos &/2.sin l; (! _sin 9/2·s1n .' ) 


the magnitude of squeezing depends on its value. This can be 
 2~~ 52coh .. 4CflS 9/2 ,s1n2,; (! _sin 26/2' cos2 .' ). 
seen, when the lines )," and 5 of Fi~2a. are compared. Here the 


values of 9 are equal, only the relative phases .' are different. This result can be identified with that derived by Knight [9,10] 


In Fig.). it is shown. that for weak intensity fields the when at t=O the atom was in a coherent state and the field in 

magni tude of squeezing can be enhanced when the coherent field ~ the vacuum state. In the weak-intensity limit squeezing is produced 

interacts not with the atom in the ground state (line 1), but just by the establishment of an atomic coherent state. Maximum 

with the atom, which is in the coherent state at t=O (line 2). amplitude of squeezing in this case is 25\ (for .' =312 and e=2~/). 
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C.aTHe B HenHHeAHoA MOAenH ~eAHca-KaMMHHrCa 

llOKaSaHO, ~TO ecnn B MOAenb n.eHHca-KaMMHHrca BBeCTH 
HenHHeAHocTb THna BaKa-CYKYMapa, TO CIaTHe nO~R Hsnyqe
HUR nep~O~ecKH Boso6HoBnReTCR. ~KT c.aTHR HccneAo
BaH AnR pa~HNX Ha~anbHNX COCTORHHH aToMa IB ~aCTHOCTH 
HccneAOBaHH npo~ecCH, KorAa B Ha~anbHHA MOMeST aTOM Ha
XO~TCR B OCHOBHOM Bos6~eHHOM HnH KorepeHTHOM COCTOR
HHRX/. 

Pa60Ta BHDonHeHa B na60paTOPHH TeopeT~eCKoA ~SHKH 
OHHH. 

~uzek V. 	 EI7-88-399 
Squeezing in the Nonlinear Jaynes-Cummings 
Model 

It is shown that if nonlinearity a 1a Buck and Suku
mar is introduced into Jaynes-Cummings model, then squee 
zing of the radiation field exhibits periodicity. Squee
zing is examined for various initial states of the atom 
(ground, excited and coherent atomic states are taken 
into account). 

The investigation has been performed at the Labora
tory of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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